
1: ****************************************************************************
*012345

2:
3: -- CS3342 Exam Reference Sheet Source Text --
4:
5: **** Chapter 1 - The Nature of Language:
6: Syntax: grammar/symbols of a language. Semantics: meaning
7: Semantic intent: the idea an agent wishes to communicate
8: Programming language: communication between computers and humans. It must be

 
9: possible to translate them with regularity into machine language

10: Structure: Prog Langs are structurally strict, natural lang’s are more flexi
ble. 

11: Compilers can’t correct more than trivial semantic errors, those that attemp
t more

12: make a tradeoff of time/space.
13: Structural Deviations: in English, they are common. Programming langs: compi

lers
14: not very tolerant of deviations.
15: Redundancy: English = very redundant, and meaning can be ascertained despite

 many
16: errors. Prog langs = some redundancy assists us in locating errors. (i.e. 
17: overloading functions, blocks, explicit/duplicate type declarations)
18: Implicit communication: English = reading between the lines Prog langs = use

 of 
19: defaults.
20: Abstraction: both English and prog langs afford us a great deal of abstracti

ons
21: Flexibility: both English and programming languages are flexible: many ways 

to say
22: the same thing. The various differences (syntax, different algorithms with v

arying
23: time/space complexity, etc) are sometimes called nuances.
24: Standardized language: only one dialect. Disadvantage of languages with many

 
25: dialects: can be non-portable
26: ***
27: The syntax specifies how individual words may be written and the order in wh

ich words are placed within a sentence. The semantics specifies the meaning attache
d to each placement of a word in a sentence, the meaning of omitting a sentence ele
ment, and the meaning of each individual word. Programs must conform to very strict
 structural rules that govern the order of statements and sections of code and part
icular ways to begin, punctuate and end every program. A compiler will identify an 
error when the input text fails to correspond to the syntactic rules of the languag
e or when an object is used in the wrong context (a "type error"). Programming lang
uages are partly redundant, and the required redundancy serves as a way to identify
 errors. A programmer learning a new language must learn its implicit assumptions, 
more commonly called defaults. If a programmer relies on defaults to convey meaning
, the compiler cannot tell the difference between the purposeful use of a default a
nd an accidental omission of an important declaration. Stating information explicit
ly is less error prone and enables a compiler to give more helpful error comments. 
When different statement sequences in a programming language express the same algor
ithm, they differ in subtle ways, such as the time and amount of memory required to
 execute the algorithm ??? this is called different nuances. Programs written in on
e dialect must be modified to be used by people whose computer "understands" a diff
erent dialect. When this happens, we say a program is nonportable. The cost of rewr
iting programs makes nonstandardized programming languages unattractive to commerci
al users of computers; the language specifications and reference material must be r
elearned and rewritten for each new dialect.

28: ***
29: Syntax is the set of rules, principles, and processes that govern the struct

ure of sentences in a given language.
30: semantics is the study of meaning that is used for understanding human expre

ssion through language. The differences between English and programming languages a
re real, but not as great as they might at first seem. The differences are less ext
reme now than they were ten years ago and will decrease as programming languages co
ntinue to evolve.

31: The syntactic structure of English is highly redundant. The same information
 is often conveyed by several words or word endings in a sentence.

32: Redundancy repetition of messages to reduce the probability of errors in tra
nsmission.

33: English is very flexible: there are often many ways to say something. Progra
mming languages have this same flexibility, as is demonstrated by the tremendous va
riety in the solutions handed in for one student programming problem.

34: ***
35: **** Chapter 2
36: Program = instructions and model
37: Language-supporting worldview: 1) provides an API 2) can abstract real objec

ts
38: Builder languages use specific computer funcs; architect langs use an archit

ecture
39: Builder languages are more efficient than architecture ones
40: Compilers translate architect langs into builder langs
41: A representation of an object is a list of relevant facts about the object
42: High level object representations = functional; low level = implementation
43: Implicit information represented by statement arrangement
44: Coherent representation = information represented by one value; diffuse oppo

site
45: Lang. design goals: utility, convenience, efficiency, portability, readabili

ty,
46: modeling ability, modeling ability, simplicity, semantic clarity
47: Flexibility = lacking restriction; good restrictions prevent nonsense; bad l

imits
48: the programmer; powerful languages can express many actions
49: Principle of Frequency: more frequent functions should be easier to use
50: Principle of Locality: good languages enforce locality (closeness) of effect

s
51: Global Variables: 3 types - unrestricted (all vars), locals encouraged, no g

lobals
52: Principle of Lexical Coherence: logical blocks of code should be next to eac

hother
53: Principle of Distinct Representation: each object should have its own item
54: Principle of Portability: able to be compiled on many different platforms
55: Interactive languages: Very small programs; structured: use functions; stron

gly
56: typed: objects have names and types; object-oriented: have classes; procedur

al
57: languages: sequential code; new functional langs: variables dont exist
58: Parallel Langs: support for threading; Typesetting = LaTeX; 4th Gen: userfri

endly
59: ***
60: Program is a set of actions (low level) or model of a process (high level)
61: Representation: 3 aspects of quality of representation
62: 1)semantic intent: what programmer intends code to do; often created by data

 type
63: 2)explicit (declared & translated) vs implicit (deduced by statement arrange

ment)
64: 3)coherent (1 entity = 1 symbol) vs diffuse (1 entity = multiple symbols)
65: Power of restrictions: distinguish between meaningful statements and nonsens

e
66: Principles of Evaluating Design:
67: 1)Frequency: frequent features should be convenient with easy to understand 

syntax
68: 2)Locality: keep effects of code as confined as possible
69: 3)Lexical Coherence: code that belongs together should be physically adjacen

t
70: 4)Distinct Representation: each semantic idea has one syntactic item
71: 5)Too Much Flexibility: useless features that may cause semantic/syntactic e

rrors
72: 6)Semantic Power: express the model, the whole model, nothing but the model
73: 7)Principle of Portability: limits flexibility but increases usability
74: Interactive languages: reads expression, evaluates it, write results (LISP, 

BASIC)
75: Structured languages: doesn’t need GOTO and does pass-by-value (PASCAL, C)
76: Strongly Typed languages: objects are named and given type (ANSI C, PASCAL)
77: OO languages: Nondisjoint types & function inheritance; can have subtypes (C

++)
78: Procedural languages: sequentially evaluated statements, use variables (C, P

ASCAL)
79: Old Functional langs: nested set of expressions and function calls (Scheme)
80: New Functional langs: values passed by functions & params; call-by-need (Has

kell)



81: Parallel languages: program can perform asynchronously. Useful for AI (LINDA
)

82: Special: data (MySQL), logic(PROLOG), business (COBOL), string (ICON), cmd (
UNIX)

83: ***
84: **** Chapter 3 - Elements of Language
85: 3.1:
86: Nouns: In natural languages nouns give us the ability to refer to objects
87: First-Class Objects: an executable piece of code, has begun to achieve first

-class status in some languages, which are known as "functional languages
88: Naming Objects: Exist without being attached, or bound, to an object (LISP).

 * Be bound simultaneously to different objects in different scopes (ALGOL, Pascal)
. * Be bound to different types of objects at different times (APL, LISP). * Be bou
nd, through a pointer, to an object that no longer exists (C).

89: Pronouns: Pointers:The most important use of pointers in programming languag
es is to label objects that are dynamically created

90: Adjectives: Data Types: data type attributes that can be associated with an 
object by a declaration or by a default

91: Verbs: Procedure calls, function calls, and arithmetic operators all direct 
that some action should happen, and are like action verbs

92: Prepositions and Conjunctions: Each programming language contains a small nu
mber of such words, used analogously to delimit phrases and denote choices and repe
tition (WHILE, ELSE, BY, CASE, etc.)

93: 3.2 (up to comments):
94: Metalanguage permits a language to talk about itself. ex "the paragraph belo

w"
95: Lexic Tokens are names,nums,strings,& symbols.They r usually separated by sp

aces
96: but not always separated by spaces. ex "bar=foo*35;" has 6 tokens and no spa

ces
97: The lexer is the first step of the compiler. It breaks text into Lexic Token

s
98: Putting a symbol (commonly ";") denotes the end of a sentence
99: Scopes (paragraphs) can be defined with brackets and/or statements(ie. if, f

or)
100: 3.2 Pt 2
101: Old languages used specific marks in a fixed position, which limited usefuln

ess
102: Comment ’overflow’ (with block comments) cannot be detected by translator
103: Complete language has single-line, partial-line (//) and block (/**/) commen

ts
104: Filenames, line numbers exemplify metawords that describe parts of a program
105: Symbol Table or Dictionary- the set of syntactic words the compiler recogniz

es
106: Preprocessor adds syntax without semantics-you cannot add language functiona

lity
107: Lexical analysis must be done before macro expansion to identify macros,
108: as well as after expansion during compilation.
109: C did not specify if tokenization is done before/after preprocessing. Proble

m
110: because quoted strings must be one token so that they are not edited inside.
111: ANSI C specified tokenization is done first to solve this problem.
112: ***
113: 3.1 Parts of Speech
114: 3.1.1
115: Nouns
116: Variable declaration:
117: - Setting aside storage to represent a real world object
118: - First Class Objects - Objects that can be manipulated and processed as who

le units.
119: - giving the memory a name so that the it can be accessed.
120: In different programming languages a name can:
121: Exist without being bound to an object
122: Be bound to several objects in different scopes simultaneously
123: Be bound to different objects at different times
124: Be bound through a pointer to an object that doesn’t exist
125: 3.1.3 Adjective Data Types
126: Corresponds to attributes that are associated with an object
127: 3.14 Verbs
128: Includes: Functions, Procedures, and Operators
129: Comments

130: Can be added to convey general information about the text or program.
131: 3.2 Metalanguage
132: Assortment of syntax delimiters, metawords, and definitions and ways to refe

r to structural units.
133: (Lexical tokens, Statements, Scope, Comments)
134: **
135: **** Chapter 4
136: 4.3.4 to 4.4
137: Lambda Calculus- formula written in symbols manipulated according to logical

 rules
138: 2 symbol types: single character (variable) and punctuation ’(’ ’)’ ’.’ and 

’??’
139: Formulas: single variable, F(defined), ??y.F (lambda expression), FG (applic

ation)
140: Variable directly after ?? is bound, any occurrence after is bound to ??, el

se free
141: eta reduction: ??x.f(x) -> f where f(x) is a function
142: Reducing: renaming and substituting until it is put into normal form.
143: Extension: set of definitions which augment a language with a new facility t

hat
144: can be used in the same way that preexisting facilities are used (eg new typ

e)
145: Early FORTRAN had only 2 data types, and could not be extended
146: C++, an extension of C by changing the compiler to add virtual functions and

 more
147: In C++ syntactic extension is done without changing the compiler
148: EL/1 FORTH and T allow changing the compiler for syntactic extension
149: ***
150: The rules for constructing well-formed statements, called the language’s syn

tax, are commonly display in Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) or syntax diagrams. A
n EBNF grammar has a starting symbol, a set of terminal symbols, a set of nontermin
al symbols, and a series of rules. Notation:

151: - One or the other: s ::= A | B is ’s may be replaced b B’
152: - Zero or more times: s ::= {A}B is ’s may be replaced by B or AB or AAB etc

.’
153: To generate a program using a grammar, expand the starting symbol according 

to the production rules. After all nonterminals have been expanded, the result is a
 grammatically correct program. Syntactic analysis, or parsing, translates source c
ode into a parse tree representing the structure of the code. If the code cannot be
 built into a parse tree, it is not grammatically correct. A syntax diagram will sh
ow the path that each statement takes through the production rules.

154: While syntax describes which combinations of symbols lead to a legal program
, semantics describe the actual implementation of those symbols. The semantic basis
 of a language can be described by a specific version of the abstract machine (prog
ram environment, stack, streams, shared environment, control).

155: Lambda calculus defines a minimal semantic basis for computation. Using vari
ables, lambda expressions, and applications, lambda calculus can represent program 
computations.

156: - Symbols: single-character ’y’ (variable), or punctuation’(’, ’)’, ’.’, ’??
’

157: - Rules: ’y’ (variable), ’??y.F’ (expression), and ’FG’ (application) are fo
rmulas

158: A language’s semantics are extendable if they may be augmented with new acti
ons, data types, or control structures.

159: ***
160: Syntax
161: The syntax of a language is its grammatical rules.
162: These are usually defined through EBNF (Extended Backus-Naur Form) and/or sy

ntax diagrams.
163: The meaning of a program is represented by program code or by a computation 

tree.
164: The language syntax defines the computation tree that corresponds to each le

gal source program.
165: The rules for constructing a well-formed sentence (statement) out of words, 

a paragraph(module) out of sentences, and an essay (program) out of paragraphs are 
the syntax of the language.

166: It is usual to define the syntax of a programming language in a formal langu
age. Two most common formalisms are Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF) and syntax dia
grams.

167: EBNF
168: 1. An EBNF language definition can be translated by a program called a parse



r generator into a program called a parser.
169: 2. A parser reads the user’s source code programs and determines the syntact

ic category (part of speech) of every source symbol and combination of symbols.
170: 3. Its output is the list of the symbols defined in the program and a parse 

tree, which specifies the role that each source symbol is serving.
171: An EBNF grammar consists of: (**several minor variations exist)
172: Ex. s ::= ( a | bc ) d <--- this rule indicates a s can be replaced by an ’a

d’ or a ’bcd’
173: A starting symbol.
174: A set of terminal symbols, which are the keywords and syntactic markers of t

he language being defined.
175: A set of non terminal symbols, which corresponds and to the syntactic catego

ries and kinds of statements of the language.
176: A series of rules, called productions, that specify how each non terminal sy

mbol may be expanded into a phrase containing terminals and non terminals. Every no
n terminal has one production rule, which may contain alternatives.

177: Generating a program
178: To generate a program (or part of a program) using a grammar, one starts wit

h the specified starting symbol and expands it according to its production rule.
179: The starting symbol is replaced by the string of symbols from the right side

 of its production rule.
180: If the rule contains alternatives, one may use whichever option seems approp

riate.
181: The resulting expansion will contain other non-terminal symbols which then m

ust be expanded also. When all the non-terminals have been expanded, the result is 
a grammatically correct program.

182: Parsing a program
183: The parsing routines of a compiler determine how the source code corresponds

 to the grammar. The output from the parser is a tree-representation of the grammat
ical structure of the code called a parse tree.

184: The two broad categories of parsing algorithms are called "bottom-up" and "t
op-down".

185: Top-down parsing ---> the parser starts with the grammar’s starting symbol a
nd tries, at each step, to generate the next part of the source code string.

186: Bottom-up ---> the parser searches the source code for a string which occurs
 as one alternative on the right side of some production rule. Ambiguity is resolve
d by looking ahead k input symbols. The matching string is replaced by the non-term
inal on the left of that rule. By repeating this process, the program is eventually
 reduced, phrase by phrase, back to the starting symbol.

187: Syntax Diagram
188: A syntax diagram definition has the same elements as an EBNF grammar, as fol

lows:
189: A starting symbol
190: Terminal symbols, written in boldface but without quotes, sometimes also enc

losed in round or oval boxes.
191: Non terminal symbols, written in regular type.
192: Production rules are written using arrows (as in a flow chart) to indicate a

lternatives, options, and indefinite repetition.Each rule starts with a non termina
l symbol written at the left and ends where the arrow ends on the right.

193: Semantics
194: Semantics are the rules for interpreting the meaning of programming language

 statements.
195: The semantic specification of a language defines how each computation tree i

s to be implemented on a machine so that it retains its meaning.
196: The primary use for a formal semantic definition is to establish a single, u

nambiguous standard for the semantics of the language, to which all other semantic 
descriptions must conform. It defines all details of the meaning of the language be
ing described and provides a precise answer to any question about details of the la
nguage, even details that were never considered by the language designer or semanti
cs writer. Precision and completeness are more important for this purpose than read
ability, and formal semantic definitions are not easy to read.

197: A language may be extended through its vocabulary and its syntax.
198: Lambda Calculus
199: Two kinds of symbols:
200: A single-character symbol, such as ’y’ , used to name a parameter and is cal

led a variable.
201: Punctuation symbols ‘(’, ‘)’, ‘.’, etc.
202: These symbols can be combined into strings to form formulas according to thr

ee simple rules:
203: 1. A variable is a formula.
204: 2. If y is a variable and F is a formula, then (’lambda_symbol’y:F) is a for

mula, which is called a lambda expression ’lambda_symbol’y is said to be the parame
ter of the lambda expression, and F is its body.

205: 3. If F and G are formulas, then (F G) is a formula, which is called an appl
ication.

206: Thus every lambda calculus formula is of one of three types: a variable, a l
ambda expression, or an application.

207: Free and Bound Variables.
208: A parameter name is a purely local name. It binds all occurrences of that na

me on the right side of the lambda expression.
209: A symbol on the right side of the lambda expression is bound if it occurs as

 a parameter, immediately following the lambda symbol, on the left side of the same
 expression or of an enclosing expression. Each bound occurrence of x refers to the
 particular lambda.x that binds it.

210: ***
211: **** Chapter 5 -- Primitive Types
212: 5.0
213: A Data type is an abstraction. All data types must be mapped onto bytes/word

s of the machine.
214: Specific (concrete) types = homogeneous set of objects, Generic types = obje

cts w/ 2+ types.
215: Every language supports a set of primitive data types, differ dependent on i

ntended hardware.
216: Primitive types originally built into instruction sets, Ada language treated

 types like objects.
217: 5.1
218: Computer memory is long array of bits, organized into groups each w/ an addr

ess.
219: Logical operations occur on uninterpreted bytes, e.x.) left/right shifts.
220: Character codes: Hollerith was first char set, then EBCDIC, then ASCII later

 formed.
221: Numbers: Packed Decimals, (Signed/Unsigned) Binary Integers, Floating Point.
222: Packed Decimals: String of digits, each decimal digit rep. by 4 bits, pairs 

of digits in bytes.
223: Binary Integers a primitive type of C, Floating Point adheres to IEEE Standa

rd.
224: IEEE ensures maximum accuracy but its range of numbers can be inconsistent e

.x 0.1+0.2 = 0.300..004
225: 5.2
226: Type is an abstraction -- it is a common property of a set of similar data o

bjects.
227: Primitive Types -- defined by system implementor. Otherwise programmer defin

ed.
228: Type Declaration -- defines type name and associates type description with i

t.
229: If all objects in a type have same size, structure, & semantic intent, then 

they are concrete.
230: Generic domain is a set that includes objects of more than one concrete type

.
231: A specific type that is included in a generic domain is called an instance o

f the generic domain.
232: E.x.) Specific Types = Int arrays, Int numbers. Generic domains = Set of Int

 arrays, of all lengths.
233: Primitive Types of a language determined by the intention of language and ha

rdware.
234: Primitive Type Costs: complicates lang, docs, harder to debug, more memory c

onsumption.
235: Omit Primitive Type Cost: Inefficiency, cannot extend built-in generic funcs

, lang not extensible.
236: 5.3
237: Types that cannot be supported by hardware could be emulated using software.
238: Business PC memory supports records/tables/arrays, scientific PC mem only su

pports arrays.
239: ***
240: Computer Memory: Computer memory are arrays of bits organized into group. Th

ese bits are grouped in 8 to form a byte. 2 and 4 bytes are called a word and a lon
g word. Theses bytes and words form the basis for all computation.

241: Character Code: Common encoding such as ASCII, EBCDIC are imposed on bit str
ings to impose meaning beyond the bits. Ex: ASCII uses 7 bits to represent 128 char
acters

242: Packed Decimal: (Varies between machine) It’s used to implement decimal fixe
d-point arithmetic which has two integer fields. One represents the magnitude the o



ther the position of the decimal point.
243: Negative Numbers: There are several ways to represent a negative integer. Fo

r example, one bit can be interpreted as the sign and the rest as the magnitude or 
with two’s complement

244: Floating Point: The IEE has a standard for floating-point representation and
 computation which supports float of three lengths: 4 , 8 , and 10 bytes. The stand
ard covers all aspect of floating point. The sign bit is always at the left end. Fl
oating points also have an exponent and mantissa part.

245: Data Type: an abstraction of common property for a set of similar objects an
d these properties help define a representation for these objects.

246: Type name: a name associated with a type description.
247: Typed declaration: Is used to define a name and a type associated with it
248: Specific type: a homogenous set of objects.
249: Generic domain: is a set of objects that includes more than one concrete typ

e
250: Specific type example (Real numbers, Integers)
251: Generic domains example (numbers: (This includes floating point , integer, a

nd packed decimal))
252: Decision to make a type a primitive type:
253: Cost
254: Added feature complicates the language syntax and semantics
255: The compiler/ library / runtime system become more complex
256: If typical hardware does not provide instruction to handle the type it may b

e costly and inefficient to implement
257: Cost of omitting type
258: User implementation execute less efficiently than system implementation.
259: Language structure may be unable to support the type with user implementatio

n.
260: Builtin functions and comparison work with primitive type but user defined t

ypes are not as convenient or easy to use
261: ***
262: **** Chapter 6 -- Modeling Objects:
263: - Assignment is an operation that stores a program object into an existing s

torage object
264: Called destructive assignment because the previous contents of the storage o

bject are lost
265: - Coherent assignment: when you can assign compound values to a compound obj

ect (such as an array)
266: - Multiple assignment: when you can write a single expression which assigns 

a value to several storage objects
267: - Dereferencing is the act of extracting the contents from a storage object
268: - A language that requires explicit dereferences (such as FORTH) benefits fr

om simplicity, but adds visual clutter
269: - Pointer assignment: an assignment which requires a reference to a pointer 

variable and the value is itself a reference
270: - Deallocation is the recycling process by which dead storage objects are de

stroyed
271: - Static storage objects are allocated before execution begins and are immor

tal (lives until program termination)
272: A language with only static storage cannot support recursion
273: - In a totally unrestricted lifetime pattern, a storage object can be born o

r can die at any time
274: - In a nested lifetime pattern, the lifetime of one object is completely con

tained within the lifetime of another
275: A storage object’s lifetime can coincide with the time that the block it’s i

n is active
276: Can be managed using a run-time stack
277: - The lexical parent of a block is the block which encloses it on the progra

m listing
278: The static link points to the stack frame of the current block’s lexical par

ent
279: - The dynamic parent of a block is the block which called it and to which it

 must return
280: The dynamic link points to the stack frame of the current block’s dynamic pa

rent
281: - A heap-allocated object can be born at any time
282: - Death of such an object occurs when the last reference to the object is de

stroyed (natural death) or when it is explicitly killed
283: A dead heap object is called garbage
284: Explicit killing storage objects allows for its reference to be put on a fre

elist

285: Some languages ignore dead cells
286: ***
287: **** Chapter 7 -- Names and Binding:
288: - The meaning of a name is its binding and a name must be given a meaning be

fore it can be used
289: - Names cannot be created dynamically in most languages
290: - The symbol table is a data structure that stores names and their definitio

ns during translation
291: - Primitive symbols are the names of the built-in functions, types, and cons

tants and their definitions
292: These names are not like other reserved words; they do not occur in the lang

uage’s syntax
293: - In typed languages, each name defined in a program unit has a fixed data t

ype associated with it
294: FORTH permits the user to redefine a word that is already in the symbol tabl

e (dictionary)
295: - With fully dynamic binding, the type must be stored with the object in mem

ory ("typeless")
296: - Constants may be implemented by pre-calculating its value before compilati

on and substituting that value in the source code, or by creating an initialized re
ad-only variable (IROV)

297: - Lexical scoping: the complete name to which a use refers is the one produc
ed by the nearest declaration for it

298: The nearest declaration is the one in the smallest enclosing block
299: - Redeclaration of an identifier locally will mask any definitions of the sa

me identifier that are relatively global to it
300: - For recursion, we require dynamic scoping where the most recent active bin

ding is used
301: - You can use dynamic scoping in place of lexical scoping in non-block-struc

tured languages
302: - The scope of a name is not necessarily the same as the lifetime of the obj

ect to which it is bound (e.g. pointer as parameters)
303: - Some languages implement non-hierarchical sharing to break the block-struc

tured paradigm
304: - You can also have static local storage where name is scoped but the lifeti

me of the value is immortal
305: When the program re-enters a scope containing a static variable, it will alw

ays point to the same location in memory, thereby saving the value
306: - The scoping discipline (lexical vs. dynamic) should be part of a formal de

finition of any programming language
307: ***
308: Names are aka. symbols, and they can be a name of a class, an object, a vari

able, a method; anything that needs to be referenced. In other words, it is bounded
 to some object or value. A symbol table is a dictionary of names and their definit
ions. Primitive symbols are symbols that are implemented in all applications of the
 language. For example, integers and characters are primitive to Java, but strings 
are not as they are essentially an array of characters. Typeless symbols are names 
that are not stored into a dictionary and must be set to a value when created. Ruby
 and Python are good examples of this, where you cannot declare a variable without 
its value. Binding is the process of creating an association with a value or an obj
ect to the name or symbol. There are several different types of binding: Static bin
ding means if it never changes during the lifetime of the program, otherwise it is 
said to be a dynamic binding, where the name can be unbound to a value or object. B
lock structured binding preserves the binding of a variable, such that when a new s
tructure is made with the same name and a different binding, when that structure is
 closed, the original definition is restored. The original value is restored after 
executing the method. Some languages allow the programmer to bind a name to a const
ant or literal value, which cannot be changed. The constant has different scopes in
 various languages. For example, in C constants must be declared at the top of the 
page and can be used anywhere. In Java, they can be declared anywhere and be bound 
to any scope. The Scope of a name is used to define where the name can be used in a
 program. In Java, there are global variables that can be used everywhere, but ther
e are also private variables that can only be used within the same class. Scope can
 be changed by block structures, where variables created within the block (e.g. a m
ethod or if structure), their scopes are bound to that block. Compilers translate a
n entire program at once before execution, so the program must be error free. Inter
preters instead translate and execute the code one line at a time, until an error i
s found (Ruby).

309: ***
310: **** Chapter 8:
311: Binding creates an association between a name and its storage object. Bindin



g can be static; the name is bound to the object when the object is allocated and r
emains bound throughout the program.

312: Or, binding can be dynamic. In this case, a name can be bound to one object,
 unbound, and rebound to another within the run of a program.

313: Names are just an English string used to proper indicate syntax -- more for 
humans ease to read code, since a compiler is fine with any name.

314: Symbol table is a data structure that maintains all names and their definiti
ons during run time. Type is stored here as well

315: Binding creates an association between a name (in the symbol table) and a st
orage object (an area of memory). We can picture a binding as a pointer from the na
me to the storage object.

316: For dynamic binding (languages with scope) symbol table is called a dictiona
ry and contains name field (name), link field (to organize directory to link to cor
rect name), code field (type), parameter field (data)

317: When there isn’t a one-to-one correspondence between a name and objet -- it 
is because a pointer to storage is used to refer to the data rather than the name

318: When multiple-name binding is used, storage is not allocated for the second 
name, but it is bound to the same address as the first and serves as a second way t
o refer to the same storage object

319: In a constant declaration, if the constant value is defined by an expression
, that expression will be evaluated once, at compile time. In a macro definition, t
he expression will be evaluated at run time every time the constant name is used.

320: The scope of a name is that part of the program in which the name is known a
nd will be recognized by the translator. Scope can be global, in which case the nam
e is known throughout the program, or it can be local, meaning that it is only know
n within that program block in which it was defined.

321: In a block structured language, a name becomes visible when it is born and i
nvisible again when it dies. However, a living name also becomes temporarily invisi
ble when it is masked by a declaration in an inner block, and it becomes visible ag
ain when the masking variable dies.

322: All binding of symbolic name to storage location is done within the compiler
, even for local variables that become allocated in the middle of execution.

323: ***
324: OS: almost all machines run under an operating system (OS). The OS forms an 

interface between the hardware, the user, and the user’s program, and it creates th
e environment in which the user’s program runs.

325: Compiled Language Systems: enable the programmer to enter, compile, and link
/load programs; when execution is done, control returns to the OS or to the shell.

326: Interactive Language Systems: (include: APL, FORTH, prolog): These languages
 are embedded in subsystems that take the place of the OS in forming the user’s pro
gram development environment.

327: complete program: 1. Def of objects 2.Def of functions(parameter names) 3. e
xpressions or function calls with actual arguments

328: procedural languages (eg: ALGOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, APL)
329: An operator with two arguments is called binary or dyadic; eg: ()
330: A single-argument operator, known as unary or monadic; eg: + -
331: (a * ((b - c) + a)) Prefix : * a + - b c a Postfix : a b c - a + *
332: Inside-out(strict evaluation): Evaluate every argument before beginning to e

valuate the function.
333: Outside-in: Start evaluating the function body. When (and if) a parameter is

 used in the body, evaluate the corresponding argument. There are two variants, as 
follows:

334: 1. Call-by-name: An argument expression is evaluated each time the correspon
ding parameter is used. This is inefficient and may result in different values for 
the argument at different times.

335: 2. Call-by-need(lazy evaluation): An argument expression is evaluated the fi
rst time its parameter is used, and the result is stored for future use.

336: ***
337: **** Chapter 9:
338: Indefinite-length argument lists: Parameters might be passed but not named. 

These can be
339: useful if some way is supplied by the language for referring to them.
340: Optional parameters: Several modern languages support optional parameters.
341: Handle the problem of Parameter Correspondence
342: Permit the user to use adjacent commas to hold the place" for an omitted arg

ument.
343: Require all arguments that are supplied to precede the ones that are omitted

.
344: Use correspondence-by-keyword for all arguments after the first one that is 

omitted, or for
345: all optional arguments.

346: Call-by-value: the simplest and cleanest parameter passing mechanism, both i
n terms of its semantics and its implementation.

347: Call-by-Name:In the vocabulary of programming languages, lambda calculus use
s a call-by-name parameter interpretation rule.

348: Call-by-Reference:The call-by-reference parameter passing mechanism is also 
called call-by-address and, in Pascal,VAR parameter passing.

349: Call-by-Return:1. So that a value may be returned. 2. To avoid consuming the
 execution time and stack space necessary to pass a very large argument by value.

350: Call-by-Value-and-Return: We can combine call-by-value and call-by-return to
 achieve two-way communication between called and caller, with no accessing restric
tions inside the subroutine.

351: Call-by-pointer: a subcase of call-by-value. The contents of the pointer var
iable in the calling program is an address.

352: A higher-order function: one that takes a function as an argument or returns
 a function as its

353: result.
354: Mapping Functions. Frequently, we have a monadic or dyadic operation that we

 wish to apply
355: to a list or array of data objects.
356: Currying:
357: In functional languages, every function of two or more arguments is consider

ed to be a higher-order function of one argument that returns another function.
358: ***
359: 9.1 Function Syntax:
360: Many languages’ functions require a fixed number of parameters when declared

, but some don’t. One option is optional parameters, where some parameters can be l
eft out. This has the danger though of making the code hard to understand but may r
educe a lot of unnecessary values that are always the same. The other option is ind
efinite-length parameter lists, where all parameters are put on a stack as many as 
you want. This is easier to w rite but has potential to crash the system for too bi
g stacks or empty stacks.

361: 9.2 What does an argument mean?:
362: There are different ways to pass arguments to functions
363: Call-by-value: make separate copy in function and work with that
364: Call-by-name: make the parameter values stand for the parameters given. Dang

erous as the values inside function can change unexpectedly.
365: Call-by-reference: make pointer to values that are passed to, this process c

hanges the values but not the pointers made.
366: Call-by-return: able only to change parameter value, not read it.
367: Call-by-value-and-return: make copy and return updated copy. Watch out for r

ace condition.
368: Call-by-pointer: same as reference but you pass pointer address, this has da

nger of pointers pointing to null.
369: Chapter 9.3
370: Functional Arguments: It is not too difficult and it is very useful to suppo

rt functions as arguments to other functions. Let us consider two of the more commo
n applications of functional arguments, flexible code and mapping functions.

371: Implementation: A functional argument can be passed to another function easi
ly and efficiently by passing a pointer to the function, not the function itself. T
he only implementation problem concerns type checking--the type of the functional a
rgument, that is, the types of all its arguments and the type of its result, must b
e known before code can be compiled to call that function. This accounts for one ma
jor difference between the functional languages and Pascal or ANSI C.

372: Currying: In functional languages,6 every function of two or more arguments 
is considered to be a higher-order function of one argument that returns another fu
nction. This way of looking at functions is called currying

373: Returning Functions from Functions: C supports functional arguments, in the 
form of pointers to functions, and C++ carries this further to permit the predefine
d operators to be named and used as arguments also. Both languages permit the progr
ammer to return a pointer to a function as the result of a function. However, a C o
r C++ function cannot do one thing that distinguishes functional languages from all
 other languages: create a function within a function and return it as the result o
f the function.

374: Closures: Closure is an operation that can be applied to an expression. We c
lose an expression by binding each of its free variables to the value of another ex
pression. A closure creates a function, which is returned as the result of the clos
ure process. The most useful and easily understood application of closure is known 
as partial parameterization. In this process we take a function of n arguments, bin
d one to a locally defined value, and produce a function of n ??? 1 arguments

375: Implementation of Closures: Closure is a useful device for taking general, l
ibrary code modules and tailoring them to the needs of a particular environment.



376: ***
377: **** Chapter 10:
378: Chapter 10.1
379: Basic Control Structures: A control structure is a language feature defined 

in the semantics of the language (not in syntax only) that defines the order of eva
luation of expressions or larger program units. Execution starts when the computer 
is turned on or receives a RESET signal.

380: Normal Instruction Sequencing: Normally, instructions are executed in the or
der that they are loaded into memory. This is carried out by the instruction cycle 
of the machine. Machine instructions are executed in the order in which they are lo
aded into memory unless that order is changed by a jump instruction.

381: Assembler: Two kinds of control structures above the expression level are ba
sic: subroutine call with parameters and conditional execution (discussed in Sectio
n 10.2). Procedural languages have two more basic kinds of control: execution of a 
sequence of statements and repetition

382: Sequence, Subroutine Call, IF, and WHILE Suffice: Each of these control stru
ctures is comprised of a group of boxes with connecting arrows. Each group is a one
-in/one-out structure; that is, on a flowchart, one line comes into the control str
ucture and one line goes out of it. This is an important property: programs limited
 to these formation patterns are easier to debug because the effects of any transfe
r of control are confined to a small and defined part of the algorithm.

383: Subroutine Call: This instruction, also called jump to subroutine, saves the
 current value of the IC, then stores the entry address of the subroutine in the IC
. Subroutine return restores the saved address and brings control back to the instr
uction after the call.This methodology, of decomposing a problem into clearly defin
ed parts with limited and clearly defined interactions, then building a program by 
implementing each, is called "top-down programming". It is now recognized to be the
 basis of good program design.

384: Jump and Conditional Jump: Jump and conditional jump instructions change the
 next instruction to be executed by storing a new address into the IC. They differ 
from a jump to subroutine instruction in that they do not save or restore the addre
ss from which the jump originates.

385: Control Diagrams: In order to visualize and compare the wide range of contro
l statements in different languages, we need a language-independent representation 
for each basic kind of control. Flowcharts provide a graphic representation of cont
rol flow but cannot represent the difference between GOTO and structured transfers 
of control.

386: 10.2 Conditional COntrol Structures
387: Conditional expressions return some result, such as b<c?b:c; however, condit

ional statement returns no results; also, they can be transformed to each other. We
 can improve the lexical coherence of IF-GO by emulate a structured IF THEN ELSE. F
or structured conditionals, we can use THEN...ELSE, which makes programs have fewer
 keywords and language syntax simpler but causes ambiguity in the dangling else sit
uation, and we can also use THEN...ENDIF, which make programs not filled with BEGIN
...END pairs and solves the ambiguity problem. Elseif statement can be replaced by 
nested if. Case statement evaluates an expression and uses the result to select the
 label, which is really efficient. C switch differs from the general CASE because t
he program will continue to next label without breaking.

388: 10.3 Iteration
389: Infinite loop is used to implement processes that interact by using the IO i

nterrupt system. REPEAT is always executed at least once. A While test loops on TRU
E, and a Until test loops on FALSE. Restricting loops to a single exit may cause pr
iming read -- a read instruction given to bring in the first line of data before en
tering the main processing loop. A general loop combines WHILE loop and REPEAT loop
 and supports Until test and While test. For a counted loop, the initial values of 
the loop variable, the goal value and the increment value should be fixed before en
try, otherwise the number of iteration is unpredictable. The most general form of t
he FOR loop is called the iteration element, and FOR loop in C is not a counted loo
p. The control element of FOR loop contains a list of expression to be evaluated be
fore entering the loop, an expression whose result must be interpreted as a truth t
able and an increment after the scope of the loop.

390: 10.4 Implicit Iteration
391: Implicit looping is powerful to reduce the line of coding and flexible. Back

tracking is used in some pattern matching languages, such as Prolog. The implementa
tion of backtracking uses a stack to store pointers to the positions at which each 
trial match was made.

392: ***
393: **Iteration**
394: Iteration is explicit in procedural languages and implicit in functional lan

guages
395: Structured Loop: (one-in, one-out)

396: - Control falls through the body of the loop (only involves parts of the bod
y) and reenters the scope again.

397: Primitive Loop: (one-in, zero out)
398: - Label at the top of the loop
399: - Branching to that label at the bottom of the loop
400: - Mostly used with I/O interrupt system, a variation of infinite loop
401: Conditional (Finite) Loops
402: 1. REPEAT LOOP - Similar to primitive loop with conditional GOTO at the bott

om of the scope
403: a. Easier and less error prone to translate to GOTO versions
404: b. But since it executes at least one, faulty input data can be dangerous
405: 2. WHILE LOOP - Conditional branching is place at the top of the scope
406: a. Appropriate for iterative expression/statement
407: General Loops
408: - structured loop that merges REPEAT and WHILE
409: - <LOOP>[STATEMENT][WHILE/UNTIL TEST][STATEMENT]<END LOOP>
410: Counted Loops
411: - The # of iterations is fixed and loop exists when iteration count reaches 

the set #.
412: - The # of iteration doesn’t depend on result of computation within the loop
413: - <LOOP>[INIT COUNT][COUNTER CHECK][STATEMENT] [COUNT++]<END LOOP>
414: - having the counter as a local variable, by nature, makes sense since it is

 only has a local meaning, increase modularity and minimizes error
415: - Fixed values before loop (if changed, then the loop is unpredictable)
416: - Initial value of [COUNT]
417: - Goal of [COUNT]
418: - Increment value of [COUNT]
419: - Meaning of counter after exiting from loop
420: - if exited normally, [counter] = [init] + [N] * [stepsize]
421: - If exited with GOTO, [counter] = [counter at exit]
422: Iteration Element
423: - Control element
424: a) Expressions (initializations) to be evaluated before entering the loop, c

ontrol passes to (b) after execution
425: b) The result of the expression/condition must be interpretable as truth val

ue, loop as long as it’s TRUE
426: c) Expressions after the scope of the loop, control passes back to (b)
427: - Scope
428: - <BEGIN SCOPE><EXPRESSION><END SCOPE>
429: - scope begins after the control element
430: - The program objects are aggregated as the result of the entire iteration e

xpression
431: - Since the iteration element is evaluated every iteration, super-efficient 

implementation is not feasible
432: Difference between iteration element and ordinary for loops
433: - Control element is unrestricted to what kind of work can be done (i.e. sco

pe could be empty)
434: - for (current=list, sum=0; (current=current->next)!=NULL; sum+=current->val

ue);
435: **Implicit Iteration**
436: Only supported in functional languages.
437: Motivation: Implicit looping allows processing of all the elements in a data

 aggregate.
438: Flexibility (any size of arrays can be accommodated, primarily supports the 

list data type)
439: Backtracking
440: - Example: if the semantics of a command requires all the possibilities to b

e examined before returning a FAIL result.
441: - How: Assume SUCCESS, and if the process later fails, the system backtracks

 to he points it made the trail match, discard that possibility and search for a di
fferent trail.

442: - Implementation: stack and pointers of the positions where early trial matc
h was made

443: - Applications: AI and string processing require exhaustive searches.
444: ***
445: **** Chapter 11: Global Control:
446: Each GOTO location must be remembered during translation so that subsequent 

labels that are found can be matched against the GOTO’s. This is slow and inefficie
nt.

447: Proofs divide programs into ’one-in/one-out’ sections, but you cannot divide
 a program between a GOTO and its target label. GOTO’s make correctness and debuggi



ng more difficult.
448: Related sections of code are frequently not grouped together, due to moving 

a GOTO target label to somewhere else. Programmers often forget to complete far-off
 sections, and debugging is more tedious.

449: While GOTO’s slow down translation and make code messier, they are also some
times the only efficient or practical way to implement a control pattern. The GOTO’
s target label can be implemented using line numbers or defined labels.

450: Many looping situations require both finishing naturally and aborting early.
 The BREAK statement is simply a GOTO statement targeting the next line of code out
side of the block. To escape from nested loops, FAR_EXIT can be implemented to GOTO
 the outside of the outermost loop.

451: A continuation is a "checkpoint" containing everything that is needed in ord
er to safely restart execution at a later time (program counter, stack, environment
, etc.)

452: When exceptions occur, which include hardware errors, software errors, and l
ogical inconsistencies, robust systems should identify and control the effects as m
uch as possible. Hardware errors can be detected through system calls and error cod
es, error propagation passes exception information to an exception handler, and the
 handler takes action before resuming the continuation.

453: ***
454: Continuations
455: -Functional languages do not have sequences of statements, but need a way to

 implement same functionality as in procedural languages.
456: -Continuation: a function which "acts like" the remainder of the program to 

still be executed.
457: -Concept of continuation exists in all programming languages, but higher-ord

er functional languages give programmers explicit access.
458: -Packaging a continuation is like establishing a checkpoint; includes progra

m counter, stack, environment vars, etc.
459: Exceptions
460: -How exceptions arise; 1) Hardware error trigger interrupt signal, 2) System

 identifies an error (e.g. subscript outside of bounds), 3) User function identifie
s inconsistent situations

461: -Ignoring exceptions discourages locality of effects.
462: -Hardware detects exception and generates an interrupt signal which is proce

ssed by OS. OS will then set status flags
463: -Software Exception: some languages provide a general exception handling con

trol structure
464: -Passing Control: When exception occurs it is more useful to propagate error

 to where it can be handled by passing the exception up the chain of calls.
465: -Downside of above is error handling code is intermingled with normal code, 

and intermediate routines need to have propagation code even though they have nothi
ng to do with the error.

466: -Propagate by popping stack frames until handler is found or it returns to s
ystem.

467: -Handler code is translated in the context of its enclosing block.
468: -Being able to raise an exception by a specific name, provides more context 

about the cause of the problem.
469: ***
470: When the GOTO was first introduced into higher-level languages, it was thoug

ht to be both basic and necessary. It was considered basic because it directly refl
ected the branch instructions of all computers. It was considered necessary because
 it was used to compensate for the nonexistence of an important semantic mechanism.
 We can divide the faults of the GOTO control structure roughly into three categori
es: bad effects on translation, bad effects on proofs of correctness, and bad human
 engineering properties.

471: Goto is not a problem. The problem is many people who use it.
472: Many programmers consider using the GOTO construct bad practice because they

 think it leads to something called SpaghettiCode. This was true at one time, and l
ed to the declaration GotoConsideredHarmful. Called spaghetti code because of its t
angled nature. Spaghetti code is easy to write but tricky to debug. The outstanding
 characteristic of spaghetti code is that virtually everything has global effects. 
A spaghetti program has a short useful lifetime and poor portability.

473: Many of the newer computer languages contain no GOTO at all. The omission of
 GOTO is particularly interesting in the cases where a new language is basically a 
revision of an old one, as Icon is a revision of SNOBOL.

474: Most languages avoid these problems by having a programmer simply write a la
bel at the beginning of any line. In Pascal, the label must also be declared at the
 top of the program. The uses and misuses of GOTO and statement labels have been co
nsidered, along with a variety of ways to minimize the use of GOTO.

475: Many loops have two possible reasons for termination, not one. The basic sea

rch loop is a good example: control will leave the loop after all data items have b
een searched and the key item is not found anywhere. This is called a normal exit, 
or FINISH. On the other hand, if the item is in the data base, a search loop should
 terminate as soon as it is found, before examining all the remaining items. This i
s called an abortive exit, or ABORT. In addition to statement labels, for use with 
the GOTO instruction, Ada also has loop labels, which are used to create double-exi
t loops and to allow immediate, one-step exit from a nest of loops. The simple BREA
K statement takes control immediately out of the enclosing control structure, and i
nto the control scope that surrounds it.

476: An exception is a situation that makes it impossible for a program to procee
d with normal processing. It is an unpredictable situation with which the program m
ust cope. Exceptions happen frequently enough so that a robust system cannot ignore
 them, but seldom enough so that they are unusual.

477: There are three major ways in which exceptions arise:
478: 1- A hardware error occurs and triggers a hardware interrupt signal.
479: 2-A system software module identifies an error situation.
480: 3-A user function identifies a logically impossible or inconsistent situatio

n.
481: ****
482: **** Chapter 13 - Logic Programming
483: Predicate Calculus: Formulas in predCal made up of a) constants within the u

niverse of discourse, b) variables, c) functions, d) predicates, e) quantifiers (??
?, ???) denoting sets of objects. Proving true universally quantified predicates is
 difficult, Falsity is trivial

484: Proof Systems: a set of valid deduction rules applied to axioms to prove the
orems. Classical Logic - based on modus ponens ( A -> B, A, ??? B). Limitations: ca
n’t handle quantifiers / free variables.

485: Clausal Logic: classical + resolution deduction rule. Can shorten proofs: on
e resolution application replaces many modus ponens.

486: Properties of a logical theory: Complete - if every sentence that is true ca
n be proven from its axioms. Decidable - if one can prove/decide whether a particul
ar sentence is/isn’t valid. Model describes theory’s semantic intent

487: Resolution Theorem Provers: resolution is used to "prune" the tree, avoids c
ombinatorial explosion. Unification: identifies clauses to ’resolve’

488: Prolog: facts are unconditional Horn Clauses: Horn: Conc. <-- Prem. Prolog: 
Conc. := Prem. Variables: scope local to predicate, BUT can be passed as arguments/
by reference. The "_" character is an anonymous variable.

489: Queries: = GOAL of proof process, a request to prove a theorem. Processing a
borted if predicate can’t be satisfied.

490: Backtracking: if ’fail’ occurs while processing a rule, recursive descent st
ops, and Prolog moves up then explores another branch of the DFS tree.

491: Cuts(!): Like ’not’. Can assure of termination, gives control of backtrackin
g. Unsafe cut destroys completeness. Safe cut won’t cause provable goal to fail.

492: ****
493: Logic programming computation done by finding data objects that satisfy a se

t of constraints.
494: Logic language is declarative not imperative because the programmer does not

 define nature or exact order of computation.
495: Pred Calc formulas made of: constants(one specific object), variables(range 

over domain, rep unspecified object from domain), functions, predicates(symbol deno
tes property of object(s)), quantifiers(??? and ???), logical operations (and, or, 
not, implies).

496: Proof system set of valid deduction rules applied to axioms to deduce theore
ms. Classical logic modus ponens: A->B A true so B true. Clausal logic based on res
olution (used in Prolog).

497: Resolution shorter proof b/c can take place of many modus ponens.
498: Model is interpretation of semantic intent of a theory in metalanguage.
499: Automatic theory proving 3 theorems: predicate calc is complete, if proof is

 possible mechanical proof method exists, no algorithm for propositions that are no
t true and cannot be proved.

500: Resolution Theorem Provers use clausal logic connected by or operators.
501: Resoluton: A->(B or C) & (C or D)->E = (A or D)->(B or E).
502: Resolution proof is a deduction whose conclusion is false(contradiction).
503: Prolog uses Horn clause(at most one unnegated predicate symbol).
504: Query is request to prove theorem(goal). Prolog takes each term in goal, rec

ursively satisfy term.
505: Cut avoids trap in lengthy deduction, but may ruin completeness of proof sys

tem.
506: Safe cuts cannot possibly cause a provable goal to fail. Unsafe cuts may be 

needed for efficiency..
507: Prolog performance is limited by its interactive, interpretive nature, & lac



k of destructive operations
508: Prolog useful when programmer does not know how to organize data or computat

ional process


